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Sleator, William - *Haus der Treppen* - Charakterisierung 2001 fünf junge menschen als versuchsobjekte für menschliches verhalten in extremsituationen in einem haus wo nur treppen existieren die lebensbedrohende lage löst einen kampf aller gegen alle aus dieser spannende science fiction roman ist ein plädoyer für die unantastbarkeit individuellen verhaltens quelle verzeichnis zkl

**Das Haus der Treppen** 1986-01 studienarbeit aus dem jahr 2005 im fachbereich deutsch literatur werke note 1 3 ludwig maximilians universität münchen sprache deutsch abstract der aufbau dieser arbeit ist in zwei größere blöcke gegliedert zunächst möchte ich einen abriss über die literarische gattung des adoleszenzromans geben dabei sollen die fragen nach der entstehungsgeschichte des adoleszenzromans typischer merkmale und vorwiegend behandelter inhaltlicher themen im vordergrund stehen das ende des ersten blockes bildet eine Überlegung zur sinnvollen behandlung des adoleszenzromans im unterricht im zweiten teil der arbeit möchte ich anhand william sleators adoleszenzroman das haus der treppen eine didaktische analyse eines typischen vertreters dieser literarischen gattung anstellen ich werde im folgenden sowohl auf inhaltliche und formale besonderheiten dieses werkes eingehen als auch vorschläge unterbreiten wie und warum sich genau dieses buch zur behandlung im unterricht eignet dabei gilt mein besonderes augenmerk derfrage welche lernziele damit verfolgt werden könnten und wie sie sich methodisch umsetzen lassen würden die verwendete literatur zu meiner arbeit beschränkt sich im wesentlichen auf das buch erwachsenwerden von günther lange da die gattung der adoleszenzromane in der forschung noch kaum behandelt worden ist eine sekundärliteratur zu william sleators das haus der treppen

William Sleator 09-12 2010 eighteen year old sam has always been jealous of his younger brother humphrey the famous wonder child pianist but now that humphrey is fifteen the one time child prodigy isn t able to get any more bookings sam s mother refuses to accept that humphrey s career is over and devises a scheme to recapture his fame sam will compose new works by a long dead gypsy composer and they will tell the world that the composer is dictating the music to humphrey from the grave the scheme is a wild success until some ghostly occurrences convince sam that the spirit of the dead composer has actually taken over humphrey s fingers have sam and his family unleashed a force from beyond the grave at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied

**Der Adoleszenzroman im Unterricht** 2006-06-27 when peter is hit by a car he is given the ultimate do over go back to any point in time before that fateful moment and alter the events leading up to his death if he fails he will die again this time for good now peter s racing against time to save his own life but what should he change his adoptive parents don t understand him the school jock is out to get him and no one appreciates his own talents this may be his last chance can peter cheat
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death or will he be lost forever

*Fingers* 2001-02-19 after jared accidentally plunges into a polluted swamp he gains the ability to read minds and discovers dangerous secrets about his family the first thing jared does every summer when he and his family arrive at their cottage is hop on his bike and cruise along the back roads only this year he s grown too big for the bike when the brakes suddenly give out at the bottom of the hill where the road makes a sharp turn jared plunges into an industrial swamp oozing with toxic waste after the accident jared feels ok except for a headache but then he starts hearing strange things people s private thoughts which are the total opposite of what they actually say next jared s journal is stolen luckily he can just read the mind of the person who stole it he can also use his new power to track down the culprit in a recent series of atm robberies and neighborhood break ins but along with solving mysteries jared uncovers shocking family secrets the identity of someone else who has the same paranormal gift as him and the truth about the girl he loves

*Rewind* 2015-08-25 a dark awakening when her parents give her a gloomy old dollhouse for her birthday instead of the ten speed bike she s expecting vicky is disappointed but she soon becomes fascinated by the small shadowy world and its inhabitants the hours she spends playing with the dolls is a good way to escape from her parents s arguments as vicky s life becomes more troubled she starts to take out her frustration on the dolls making their lives as unhappy as hers then one day vicky wakes up inside the dollhouse trapped among the monsters she s created bewildered vicky is sure she s dreaming can she find her way out of this nightmare world at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied

*Others See Us* 2006-05-02 dom lernt den kleinen strassenhändler lek kennen und überredet ihn mit ihm in seinem heimatdorf das jadeamulett zu suchen das seiner familie unglück bringt doch das ist gefährlich ab 13

*Among the Dolls* 2002-01 three teen agers thrown together by chance in an isolated house become increasingly aware of a threat lurking in the darkness outside

*Gefährliche Wünsche* 1973 a foreign exchange student comes to live with julie s family for a year setting off a frightening chain of events julie isn t thrilled about her parents decision to sponsor a foreign exchange student from thailand not only is the stranger going to live with them for a year but julie is convinced he ll be a nerd and will embarrass her at school but when a tall handsome super cool guy named bia arrives julie is suddenly the envy of all her girlfriends dominic julie s 11 year old brother is also thrilled to have bia around the house so to make the guest feel at home in america dominic builds a traditional thai spirit house in the backyard overnight bia seems to undergo a major personality change he s mean and
spiteful and lies about everything he also seems terrified of something or someone has dominic’s construction somehow invoked a vengeful spirit is bia the bearer of luck so bad it could harm julie and her family

**Run /William Sleator** 2015-08-25 the sleators are not your average family when author william billy sleator was growing up life was a never ending adventure the best presents his parents ever gave him and his sister vicky were 2 younger brothers danny and tycho the 4 siblings delighted in playing pranks on one another and on their unsuspecting friends and neighbors the children’s mother and father also liked to joke around their mom who was a pediatrician came up with a witty name for the kids drama club the parkview traumatic club their dad who was a physiologist would sometimes blindfold billy along with his sister and brothers and take them for a ride dropping them off in an unfamiliar place and telling them to find their way back with only a single dime to make a phone call whether he’s regaling us with tall tales about hypnotism and séances riffing on his family’s deepest secrets or waxing philosophical about being liked for who you are and not who you hang out with sleator offers an illuminating window into his unique and offbeat family in which life was lived to the fullest

**The Spirit House** 2015-08-25 danny can feel something sinister about his new home blackbriar an old abandoned cottage in the english countryside the residents of a nearby town refuse to speak of the house and can barely look danny in the eyes then danny begins to have strange dreams of fires and witches and awakes to shrieks of laughter that seem to come from another time and place with help from his friend lark danny begins to unravel the mysteries of blackbriar and its frightening past through the discovery of an ancient doll and a chilling list of names and dates carved on the cellar door but what might be most terrifying of all is the mystery that does not lie in the past but in the here and now

**Oddballs** 1986 annie’s uncle marco goes on one of his mysterious trips leaving her in charge of two sealed boxes on one condition she must not open either one while he is away but she is tempted and soon she has unleashed the unspeakable the creatures inside the box are crab like and grotesque and they possess a power annie could never have imagined the power to transmute time sleator is the master of the creepy crawly and his inventiveness is at full power here the horn book

**Der Zeitsprung** 2009-10 when two youngsters realize they are having the same frightening dream they begin searching for an explanation for this mysterious coincidence

**Blackbriar** 2000-08-01 leo and tim are abducted by aliens and find themselves in the middle of an intergalactic feud leo is driving his best friend tim to the station to catch the midnight train to new york city where tim hopes to sell his science fiction drawings to a publisher but they never get there while on the road leo and tim see a strange circle of lights in the sky and before they know it creepy tiny headed creatures are taking samples of the boys blood on some sort of spaceship
suddenly leo is back in his car and tim along with leo s memory is gone worse when leo finally starts to remember what happened no one believes him before long the 2 friends find themselves in the middle of a cosmic contest between warring alien races and the people of earth are caught in the crossfire time is running out and it s up to leo and tim to save the planet from catastrophe
The Boxes 1979 identical twins barry and harry krasner are house sitting at their great uncle s midwest farm it s peaceful at first but soon they realize there s something about the farmhouse that makes locals stay far away the twins are sure that the locked shed out back is their reason why but what they find there is more shocking than anything they could have imagined
Into the Dream 2015-08-25 max finds himself in possession of a time travel device which is eagerly sought by two desperate men the scientist who invented it and the scientist s alter ego from a different timeline
The Night the Heads Came 1995-12-01 now in paperback pass and have it made fail and suffer the consequences a master of teen thrillers tests readers courage in an edge of your seat novel that echoes the fears of exam takers everywhere ann a teenage girl living in the security obsessed elitist united states of the very near future is threatened on her way home from school by a mysterious man on a black motorcycle soon she and a new friend are caught up in a vast conspiracy of greed involving the mega wealthy owner of a school testing company students who pass his test have it made those who don t disappear or worse will ann be next for all those who suspect standardized tests are an evil conspiracy here s a thriller that really satisfies praise for test fast paced with short chapters that end in cliff hangers good read for moderately reluctant readers teens will be able to draw comparisons to contemporary society s shift toward standardized testing and ecological concerns and are sure to appreciate the spoofs on nclb school library journal part mystery part action thriller part romance environmental and political overtones fast pace and unique blend of genres holds attraction for younger teen readers
booklist
Singularity 1990 three teen agers thrown together by chance in an isolated house become increasingly aware of a threat lurking in the darkness outside
Strange Attractors 2010-12-31 when david finds a mysterious machine that can copy living things he thinks his problems are over now he can be in two places at once at his grandmother s and out on a date while the other david is in school the real one can spend the day at the beach the possibilities are endless and they turn terrifying david s duplicate has a mind ideas and desires of his own and one of them is to see the real david dead
Test 1973 this chilling suspenseful indictment of mind control is a classic of science fiction and will haunt readers long after the last page is turned one by one five sixteen year old orphans are brought to a strange building it is not a prison not a hospital it has no walls no ceiling no floor nothing but endless flights of stairs leading nowhere except back to a strange red machine the five must learn to love the machine and let it rule their lives but will they let it kill their souls an intensely suspenseful page turner school library journal a riveting suspense novel with an anti behaviorist message that works because it emerges only slowly from the chilling events kirkus reviews

Run 1999-06-01 twelve year old marco s love for travel and for his younger sister lilly who has psychic powers leads him to journey to other universes gaining the ability to go wherever he wishes without growing old

The Duplicate 1991-04-01 when eleven year old tycho discovers that the mysterious egg shaped object he dug up in his garden is a time travel device he can t resist using his newfound power soon he is jumping back and forth in time mostly to play tricks on his bossy older brothers and sister but every time he uses the device he notices that things are different when he gets back and the futures he visits are getting darker and scarier then tycho comes face to face with the most terrible thing of all his grown up self can tycho prevent the terrible future he sees from coming true at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied

House of Stairs 2005-01 isaac is the new kid in town his mother vera is in the hospital with a mysterious illness and the only person left to care for isaac is his distant grandfather friendless and often alone isaac loses himself in his collection of optical illusions including a strange mirror box that he finds in his new house left behind by the previous tenants designed for amputees it creates the illusion of a second limb lonely isaac wishes someone would reach out to him and then someone does a phantom limb within the mirror box it signs to isaac about a growing danger someone who has murdered before and is out to get vera next the only way isaac can solve the mystery and save his mother is with the help of the mirror box but can he trust the phantom limb

The Boy Who Couldn't Die 2002 three years of bad luck have passed since dom s sister lost a valuable jade necklace on her way to thailand when his family travels there he is determined to recover the necklace and appease the vengeful spirit when dom meets lek an english speaking thai his age he thinks he s got the solution but lek has something with supernatural owers too powers that can be deadly riveting vintage sleator the horn book william sleator is the author of many enormously popular science fiction and suspense thrillers for young adults including the spirit house the prequel to this novel

Marco's Millions 2005-10-01 barney s boring seaside vacation suddenly becomes more interesting when the cottage next
door is occupied by three exotic neighbors who are addicted to a game they call interstellar pig

**The Green Futures of Tycho** 2011-10-01 when l ina discovers that the unpopular boy living next door to her has the ability to go into the fourth dimension she makes the dangerous decision to accompany him on his journeys there

**The Phantom Limb** 1997 a critical introduction to the life and work of author william sleator who has written for both children and young adults and specializes in the field of science fiction

**Dangerous Wishes** 1986 for use in schools and libraries only when his best friend dies in a plane crash 16 year old ken has a ritual performed that will make him invulnerable but soon learns that he had good reason to be suspicious of the woman he paid to lock his soul away

**Interstellar Pig** 1998 darlene s stories sound unbelievable but she insists they are all true

**The Boy who Reversed Himself** 1992 seventeen year old nick buys a used cell phone only to call his girlfriend but strange and desperate people keep calling one of them a denizen of hell begging for or demanding his help

**Presenting William Sleator** 2005-03 when her desperately ill older brother insists that she take him into their mysterious backyard garden designed by their quantum physicist great uncle fourteen year old susan discovers that things are not always what they seem

**The Boy Who Couldn't Die** 1979 an indian girl insults the moon and is held prisoner by him until her friend reaches the sky country to rescue her

**Once, Said Darlene** 2007-09-01 a boltzmon remnant of a black hole materializes in eleven year old chris s bedroom and transports him to a parallel world where he encounters the bitter woman his overbearing older sister will become after his death if he cannot convince her to change

**Hell Phone** 1986-01 two playmates have unusual experiences with both magic and pretending and are not always sure which is which

**Boy Who Reversed Himself** 2006-03-07

**The Last Universe** 1991-01

**Cancelled** 1970

**The Angry Moon** 1999

**Boltzmon!** 1981

**That's Silly**
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